Dear Howard,

Not feeling quite sure as to your whereabouts. This is going to Alderley.

You may be surprised to see that I am yet in Manchester, but since seeing you I have come to the conclusion to stay here for at all events a week or two longer - how much more depends on what the Exeter people...
I have written nothing or nothing suggesting that they should help it
perhaps they want us if as if we were in need of some little. I trust you were kind enough to
Till the said. My orders have been 

troubling me a good deal lately.
production of some anxiety.
after all there is a spirit of work
at Ouse which is really refreshing
after the rather too easy-going feeling
which exists at Oxford, and that we
are especially far there only one
always feels that real enthusiasm for
work is wanting at Ouse with all
its social wants and drawbacks this does
exist. Perhaps the best thing is a
mixture of both places and some of us
are fortunately in a position to have this.
I suppose you won't have heard of anything
yet, and afraid that Father can't do
anything much more in Manchester now.

W.B.S.